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Stop Cancer at Work Campaign calls on European Commission to get on with
including hazardous drugs in legisla>on now
Inclusion of hazardous drugs in EU legisla>on supported by the European Parliament,
majority of Member States and consensus of stakeholders and responses to independent
report published by the European Commission today
The Stop Cancer at Work Campaign believes that the European Commission should now get
on, without any further delay, including hazardous drugs in the Carcinogens and Mutagens
DirecAve (CMD) - as outlined in the independent report published today. LegislaAon to
include hazardous drugs is not only supported by the European Parliament but also,
according to the report, the majority of the Member States that make up the European
Council.
The independent report is based on consultaAon over the last year with Member States,
experts, professionals, paAents, industry and employers and trades unions in healthcare,
and conﬁrms that the vast majority support the only legislaAve opAon in the report to
include hazardous drugs, or hazardous medicinal products (HMPs), in Annex I of the CMD, in
combinaAon with new non legislaAve guidance and a regular review of a list of HMPs based
on an agreed deﬁniAon. The independent report provides the necessary scienAﬁc evidence,
stakeholder consultaAon and consensus, impact assessment and jusAﬁcaAon for the colegislators to proceed now to approve this legislaAve opAon.
The European Parliament overwhelmingly voted on 25 March to support the Stop Cancer at
Work campaign’s demands for legislaAve acAon now – not just guidance – to include
hazardous drugs (HMPs) in Annex I of the CMD. Inclusion of hazardous drugs in the CMD is
the only legislaAve opAon outlined in the independent report published today to prevent
exposure of workers to deadly hazardous drugs. LegislaAon is the best and only way to
deliver the necessary certainty and, as the report says, to strengthen compliance with the
CMD. The Parliament also supported the Campaign’s demands to extend the CMD to
include reprotoxins, and other improvements, and the report makes clear that half of the
idenAﬁed HMPs are only reprotoxic so would not otherwise be covered.
Inclusion of hazardous drugs in Annex I and reprotoxins in the Atle of the CMD will prevent
the occupaAonal exposure of workers and paAents in healthcare to carcinogenic, mutagenic
and reprotoxic drugs, which cause workplace cancer and reproducAve problems and result
in their unnecessary deaths and harm to those exposed.

